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Changing The Production
Planning Paradigm

It is hard to imagine a CEO saying that “the primary goal of our business
is customer satisfaction”. Even if customer satisfaction is important, any
company must continually earn a reasonable proft in order to survive and
prosper with dignity in an increasingly challenging business environment.
Terefore, in manufacturing plants, production planning must ensure the
right things at the beginning, respectively the satisfaction of both customers and those interested in the consistent proftability level of the company.
Even if proftability is vital to companies, especially against the downward
trend of sales, it is not sufciently promoted and scientifcally supported
within companies, at least at the managerial level. Moreover, ofen the
production planning is mainly focused on ensuring the delivery of production quantities on time and on an acceptable stock level.
In this chapter, we will present the new concept of speed-based target proft (SBTP) that aims to achieve synchronous proftable operations
(SPO) or, in other words, the satisfaction of customers, by synchronizing
the entire production fow to the customers’ requirements, as well as the
expected level of proft through the synchronization of the entire fow to
the requirements of annual and multiannual proft.

1.1 WHY JUST SYNCHRONOUS OPERATIONS
ARE NO LONGER ENOUGH
Te concept of synchronization of the company’s operations (synchronous
coordination of all resources and processes in the company and beyond to
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achieve the best possible results) has gained worldwide recognition and
appreciation.
Looking for the best ways to maximize results, in particular, meeting
target sales volumes, annual and multiannual target of proft margin
percentage (operating income ÷ revenues), and increasing cash-in and
minimizing cash-out are ofen the big challenges for manufacturing companies, even if they seek to synchronize their volume operations to the
market by: (1) the continuous reduction of materials lead time, production lead time, and delivery lead time; (2) the successful implementation
of solutions for good management of bottleneck processes; (3) identifying solutions to continuously reduce the replacement period for material, work-in-progress (WIP), and fnished product stocks; (4) reducing
and/or eliminating overtime; (5) reducing and/or eliminating handling;
(6) the continuous improvement and simplifcation of the standard operating procedure (SOP), including set-up time; (7) the increase of overall
equipment efectiveness (OEE) and its synchronization at takt time, etc.
Even though some manufacturing companies, including fnal producers (those who process and assemble fnished products and provide them
to customers), can ofen achieve a high level of synchronization with an
increasingly shorter replacement time for raw material and fnished products stocks, and even though some companies have adopted diferent
Industry 4.0 specifc solutions, they may still have defciencies in operations regarding the volumes of target products, annual and multiannual
target proft margin percentage, and cash fow against an increased level of
losses (not efectively used input; with particular impact on efectiveness)
and waste (excess amount of input; with particular impact on efciency)
and against the background of a defcient level of innovation (products,
processes, technologies, materials, or ideas that can be easily and feasibly
implemented).
At the same time, the top managers of manufacturing companies ofen
ask themselves the following question: What really determines the concurrent performance of both synchronous and proftable operations within the
company I work for? Tey are fully aware that they must only produce and
sell products that are both:
• necessary on the market (not to make excess products without having a frm order from a customer or a storage policy for additional
orders from customers and/or mitigating the lack of temporary
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production capacity or making products too fast for a frm order but
well in advance of the delivery time specifed by the customer); and
especially
• proftable (not to produce products that do not reach their target of
unitary proftability).
At the same time, ofen top managers fnd that they actually have more
concerns and achievements in terms of manufacturing fow synchronization, its efciency or “doing the right things” (Drucker, 1963), which is not
automatically a proftable enough, efcient enough manufacturing fow
or “doing things right” to ensure the maximization of the proft margin
percentage and its inclusion in the annual, and especially, the multiannual
expected targets of the proft margin percentage.
Even if companies seek to develop strategic goals that are intelligible
to all employees and creatively integrate these goals from top to bottom
and bottom up, the expectations for complete synchronization and annual
and multiannual target proftability are not fully met at the same time.
Specifcally, Peter F. Drucker’s concept of “doing the right things” (the
right time, the right place of delivery, the right quantity, the right combination, the right quality, the right price) is not completely fulflled and it does
not extend automatically and safely to the concept of doing the right proft.
Going beyond doing the right synchronization, ensuring a level of synchronization as complete as possible to fully satisfy the customers’ requirements
(the complete/ideal synchronization is not available to any manufacturing
company; especially to the supplier manufacturing companies), doing the
right proft (the right annual and multiannual target proft margin percentage) is the subject of this book or planning and developing SPO, through the
continuous use of all the resources available in a company (equipment, people, materials, utilities, methods, and information) to the maximum capacity limit by reducing/eliminating all losses and waste feasibly approached to
ensure proftable and worthy business continuity. Specifcally, the presentation of how to develop and use a mechanism to produce only the necessary
and proftable products by understanding and addressing the main internal (within the reach of the company) and external restrictions in depth,
and continuously seeking to plan and control them as accurately as possible
through their standardization and continuous improvement.
Tere have been no papers and books that have directly addressed
the methodology of planning and developing SPO. In this context, the
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purpose of this book is to develop a good methodology that scientifcally
and systematically establishes a program for planning and developing
SPO. Te following issues will be solved in this book:
• Investigating the relationships between synchronization (fulflling
the pace of customer demand) and proftability (fulflling the pace of
proft demand) of manufacturing operations based on the continuous need for productivity growth, regardless of the evolution of sales,
increasing or decreasing.
• Presenting a mechanism for production planning and control that will
ensure continuous planning and developing SPO, both for the companies that assemble the fnal fnished products and for their suppliers.
• Presenting the way of choosing and implementing the most efective
and efcient improvements, beyond the conventional priorities based,
in particular, on improving time and quality, looking for a relationship
among bottleneck operation and cost of losses and waste (CLW), and
fnding the connection between the feasibility of the improvements and
the attainment of the one-piece fow (OPF) status based on takt time.
• Achieving and sustaining SPO through leadership to implement the
scientifcally estimated improvements for the continuous achievement of the annual and especially multiannual target proftability.
Tis methodology was invented to achieve the status of SPO for a production system that consists of several operations. Afer the production
system is understood in detail and defned, the mechanism for SPO is
developed and supported.
Terefore, a conventional approach, i.e. synchronization of bottleneck
operation at takt time, is not so efective and especially efcient enough,
as it really could be and as it will be presented in the subsequent section.

1.2 A BOARD MEETING STORY ON INSUFFICIENTLY
PROFITABLE SYNCHRONIZATION
During a year-end board meeting at a manufacturing company (“AA
Plant”, with a production regime of the manufacturing and assembly type,
automotive components; with the focus on synchronizing bottleneck at
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takt time), the tangible, and also the intangible, efects of the application
of systematic (kaizen) and systemic (kaikaku) improvements with impact
on productivity and proftability were presented.
For several years, the company has been keen to increase the level of synchronization of current and future production capacities to the market needs
in order to fulfll its productivity vision and mission (sales factory turnover
is manufacturing proft). To increase the current production capabilities,
the company used a mix of world-famous productivity measurement and
enhancement methodologies and tools, such as the theory of constraints
(ToC), lean manufacturing, Six Sigma, kaizen and kaikaku, OEE, etc.
At the same time, a tour of the factory was planned that day to present
the concrete efects of the strategic improvement projects of the almost
completed year. Te middle management and support staf were excited
and proud that all the improvement projects had reached their operational
targets and could show some of the measurable results of their work at the
key performance indicator (KPI) level (at the level of information boards:
plant level, production level, improvements level, problem-solving level,
and lines level). Te atmosphere was cheerful and comfortable, especially
as the winter holidays approached. I participated in discussions from the
position of external consultant in productivity and proftability, carrying out diferent improvement projects in that company over the years.
We all went through the entire production fow step by step and fnally
reached the main fnal assembly line. Tree projects of strategic systematic
improvement (kaizen) were presented.
At the end of the presentation of the three kaizen projects, in which the
way of obtaining tangible and intangible results was presented, the chief
fnancial ofcer (CFO) presented his observations approximately as follows:
I have understood and respect the work done by all our colleagues involved
in all improvement projects, as you know, we did everything was necessary
to make all the money resources needed for improvement projects always
available on time, but as we know, we ofen have gaps between the target cost established annually at the level of products and divisions and the
achieved level of cost reduction. Tis gap tends to increase and signifcantly
afect the level of multiannual operating target proft. Te value of cost
improvement at the operational level seems to be high, but this improvement is not so visible in the business results and especially in the fnancial
results of our company. Moreover, our cash fow ofen has problems for different reasons. Te level of stocks is still insufciently controlled, our unit
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costs being higher by 8.5% based on the WIP ratio of 55% of total stocks,
the planned man × hour is ofen not respected, which requires overtime,
and ofen special orders force us to make expensive purchases. I will limit
myself only to these stringent aspects. Terefore, I believe that the improvement projects carried out should show quite clear results in terms of reducing the costs of individual products and at the level of proftability (in the
budget and in the proft and loss statement) in order to be truly credible
and to ensure all the fnancial resources needed exactly when needed, even
if these fnancial resources do not represent large amounts of money.

Gradually, the state of joviality disappeared and people began to discuss
the diferences in the perception of the improvements between those
involved in operations and those in the fnancial sector, especially as the
need for a visible increase in productivity, both at the level of output and
at the level of cost improvement was a very acute one, especially for the
years to come.
Meanwhile, the plant manager expressed his intention to speak. We all
went to a training room near the production area, quieted for several tens
of seconds in the room; he turned his eyes several times on those in the
room, then he began to express his real concerns about the future level of
proftability briefy described by the CFO, as follows:
• Te decrease in the prices of fnished products on the market has
become stronger than expected and tends to put increasing pressure.
• Te cost reductions of the company cannot keep up with those practiced by some competitors for some strategic products of the company.
• Te proftability of the new products does not contribute to the operational proft according to the initial plans.
• Certain categories of costs tend to continuously increase objectively
(especially raw materials, components, and utilities).
• Te volumes of products made and sold tend to decrease further in
the future.
In the end, he said this about it:
So far, we have given high priority to the terms of production with the
necessary quality, the products have been diversifed, which has led to
increased sales, but also stocks, in particular stocks of components, materials, and raw materials, the level of proft has been acceptable so far,
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we always have had concerns about reducing costs, but we do not know
now if we can continue to visibly reduce costs to an acceptable level of
competitiveness and proftability, how much the costs of each process
and for each product can be reduced, and if our way of selecting priority improvements ensures the choice of the most feasible improvements
for the problems considered most stringent in operations. At the same
time, now the production planning here does not take immediate account
of the capacity increases achieved by unblocking the bottleneck processes
through kaizen projects and implicitly neither the possible increases in
the number of products made and sold, nor the increases in proftability obtained by manufacturing costs improvement based on the results of
kaizen projects. In conclusion, in order to continuously and simultaneously achieve the necessary and proftable target products, I believe that
we need a new system of accentuated and visible reduction of the operational costs, of a new way of planning and controlling the production to
support the operational proftability regardless of the evolution of sales,
increasing or decreasing.

Afer the presentations of the plant manager and CFO, all participants
understood that a new approach to cost reduction and production planning and control is needed to make the necessary and proftable products.
Returning to the ofce, they briefy reviewed the current way of work for
standardization and improvement [ToC, drum bufer rope (DBR), lean,
kaizen, kaikaku, OEE, Kaizen Teian, etc.]. Tey concluded that a costsavings and cost-avoidance system is practiced at the end of the improvement projects. Te improvement projects are proposed by the employees
to meet the cost reduction targets at the division level and at the product
level, but they did not have a system to validate the scientifc feasibility of
the improvements before they were approved to be carried out, nor could
they prioritize the improvement planning so as to achieve the congruence
of the objectives of those involved in the synchronization of the operations
who argued that meeting customer delivery deadlines is essential and of
those in the fnancial sector, who fully agreed that the terms of delivery
to customers are very important, but only if the annual and especially
multiannual marginal proft targets are reached. Once a product was considered proftable based on the standard costs incurred, the production
planning only considered the delivery time to the customer and not the
possible proftability actually obtained under the current conditions of the
respective period of the year.
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Afer a few weeks, as a countermeasure, the plant manager made the
decision to contract the consulting for the implementation of SBTP
(briefy described in Section 1.4, “What Is Speed-Based Target Proft?”;
then in detail in the rest of the chapters of this book) for the concomitant
and scientifc achievement of the productivity and proftability targets of
the entire manufacturing fow, as a result of planning and controlling the
bottleneck processes and as a result of choosing the most efective and
efcient improvements. From the perspective of SBTP, there is no point in
planning the production and delivery of fnished products to the customer
beyond the proftable capacity decided in the bottleneck operations. Te
basic question to which SBTP answers is: Why reducing unnecessary stocks
and unnecessary costs become goals? Te purpose of the companies is actually to prevent their occurrence.
SBTP is an extension of the concept of manufacturing cost policy
deployment (MCPD), already applied by “AA Plant” for several years now.
Te intermediate discussions that convinced the team of top managers to
join the SBTP, based on a feasibility study, aimed at:
• three practical simulations of proftable production planning for the
target products of the next period in the bottleneck process and the
defnition of the opportunity to increase the capacity up to at least 85%;
• the development of reduction scenarios for inventory and WIP;
• the development of three proftable scenarios for the evolution of
sales volumes and prices;
• determining the ideal cost level of the target products (obtaining in
a feasible way the zero CLW status from the current unit cost structure; or in other words, attacking the hidden reserves to reduce current operating costs and with future projections without afecting
the quality level and the delivery times; or, more precisely, determining the productivity stake for proftability at the product level);
manufacturing cost reductions up to 40–45%, especially on the basis
of the CLW reduction; and
• the development of simulations of innovative and proftable redesign of production processes to achieve a reduced cycle time for
bottleneck processes (with the full support of industrial engineering
science); the reduction mode with 25% of raw materials and components inventory was justifed by reducing cycle time for bottleneck
processes.
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Like any new approach, the discussions had multiple challenges. One of
the challenges was that managers understand that even if all the conditions of the clients are fulflled and their full satisfaction is ensured, the
continuation and growth of the business with them and the expected
proftability are not obtained automatically. Or in other words, full and
continuous customer satisfaction is ofen inefcient for the company.
Managers understood that no matter who the customers are, the company
must continue:
• to make a reasonable proft to survive and prosper with dignity;
• to see the efects of productivity improvements at fnancial level;
• to allocate on time all the resources needed to make improvements;
and
• especially, to plan the visible productivity improvements in proftability at the time of production planning (to support target proft in
the bottleneck operation).
Even if SBTP does not involve changing the current production system,
but only completes the weaknesses of achieving productivity concomitantly with proftability, the continuous measurement of losses and waste
at the level of operations, quantifcation of losses and waste in costs, and
reaching the target of improving bottleneck were relatively easy to be
achieved. One of the biggest challenges was changing people’s attitudes
and behaviors toward proftable production planning and directing and
making improvements to support proftable operations in the bottleneck
operation. Practitioners in production planning, beyond what they were
currently doing (ensuring timely deliveries to customers and optimum
loading capacity), learned and applied proftable order planning and control based on the actual capacity of the bottleneck process and on the
improved level of CLW afer all planned improvements are implemented
efectively and efciently.
Afer the implementation of SBTP for the products and pilot areas, the
results have started to be seen just afer the frst 10–12 months, more precisely the fulfllment of the annual proft target and the delivery deadlines,
through the visible reduction of costs, cash fow stabilization, stock reduction, lead time reduction, and planned man × hours and OEE compliance.
Te greater efects of SBTP have become more evident afer the frst
three years of hard work.
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By implementing SBTP, operations managers and practitioners understand that the goal of synchronizing processes with customer needs is
not enough. A fow may be sufciently synchronous at a certain level of
customer demand (framed in takt time), but that fow may still conceal
many CLWs that can be reduced/eliminated to ensure the required target proftability. Te CFO and the fnancial accounting department have
understood that they need to be much more involved in the operations
to support the achievement of SPO. Eliminating autocratic barriers and
involving everyone in the company and beyond in proftable business
planning, especially the real involvement of top managers, are just some
intangible results of using SBTP. For companies applying it, SBTP is a way
of life and proftable planning of synchronous operations ethos at all hierarchical levels.

1.3 THE NEW ROLE OF PRODUCTION PLANNING
FOR STRIVING THE TARGET PROFIT
Regardless of industry, production planning activity is one of the most
important activities in a manufacturing company. Te ultimate goal of
production planning is to contribute to the company’s proft. With the
help of production planning, each and every material and component
required at the shop foor level is ensured at the right time, at the right
place, at the right quantity, at the right quality, and in the right combination, to ensure smooth fow, to allow the progress of all operations in
accordance with predetermined schedules (especially ensuring the right
efectiveness), and to allow the achievement of a minimum acceptable cost
(especially ensuring the right efciency).
Production planning practiced in many companies in the past (but
still found in some of them, at least partially) is the one that focuses on
the realization of goods that can be made. As you can see in Figure 1.1,
even if they are PUSH-type areas, at first glance, what is going on is
largely indicated; the flow provides the output requested by the customers, the operations are orderly and quite performant, but, often,
the inventory and the number of people are in excess, the level of scrap
and rework is high, and the time between sending work instructions
and delivery to the customer is long (manufacturing lead time). The

Production planning and control according to what can be produced. PUSH production.
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FIGURE 1.1
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main goals are to reduce WIP (often the excess is thrown away at the
end of the year because it occurs too much or too quickly) and manufacturing lead time [just-in-time (JIT) concerns are only in production areas] by focusing on improving operations and layout locations.
In fact, delivery time is what matters most in this logic of production
planning. From a cost perspective, accepting orders must fall within a
standard unit cost (static at the time of their establishment and with
high chances of having unrealistic budget and financial results that are
difficult to master).
In the example in Figure 1.2, the bottleneck is at the assembly. It could
be in any of the other three processing operations (1, 2, or 3). Over time,
bottleneck operation tends to change its place.
Further, as can be seen in Figure 1.2, some companies carry out a production planning that seeks to synchronize the capacity of the bottleneck
operation at the level of takt time imposed by the customers. Tese companies seek to accept orders that take into account, at the same time, the
takt time level (with many possible events that can occur from accepting the order to the actual execution and delivery of the order) and the
capacity of the bottleneck operation that dictates the capacity of the entire
manufacturing fow (which depends on any signifcant fuctuations in the
efectiveness of the bottleneck operation).
Tese companies that continuously seek to increase the level of bottleneck capacity synchronization with market requirements (takt time;
PULL production), which is the basis for the development of the standard
production plan, focus in particular on:
• continuous compliance with First In, First Out (FIFO) as a method
of removing from management any stock structure;
• continuous knowledge and visibility of what is happening in manufacturing fow (delays and advance of production);
• planning orders according to their priorities;
• synchronization of material inputs from processing operation 1 (and
2 and 3) at the level of the assembly line capacity (bottleneck);
• strengthening the maintenance system, especially at the bottleneck
operation (the assembly line in Figure 1.2);
• continuous increase of standardization and improvement level
(especially in the case of bottleneck operation); and
• maximizing the OPF status, etc.

Synchronous production planning and control according to the continuous matching of the capacity of the bottleneck operation with takt time.
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FIGURE 1.2
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Te main goals of this type of production planning are to produce what is
needed (to reduce all types of stock), when it is needed, and to respect the
delivery time. Te bufer level is stable taking into account the capacity of
the bottleneck operation to establish the synchronization between delivery lead time and manufacturing lead time. As shown in Figure 1.2, total
lead time and especially manufacturing lead time fall signifcantly compared to PUSH production planning (see Figure 1.1). However, even if the
delivery time, the level of stocks (between the minimum and maximum),
and the lead time are ofen fulflled, etc., this state does not guarantee the
continuous fulfllment of the need of making the right annual and multiannual proft.
For the continuous fulfllment of the need of doing the right proft, as
can be seen in Figure 1.3, it is necessary to move from the synchronization
state between the bottleneck capacity with the takt time, to the synchronization of the bottleneck capacity with the takt proft and the takt time (a
manufacturing fow can have the same bottleneck process, from both the
takt proft perspective and the takt time perspective; at the same time, a
manufacturing fow can have two distinct bottleneck processes, one from
the perspective of takt proft in which the CLW level is the highest in a
certain process, especially against the background of a high level of costs
in that process, and another bottleneck process from the perspective of
takt time, in which the level of manufacturing fow capacity is the lowest).
To fully understand this, it is necessary to:
• continuously measure the CLW level in all processes and improve
CLW by addressing the improvements associated to critical cost of
losses and waste (CCLW) or the type of CLW in the operation that
causes other CLWs throughout the entire manufacturing process fow
and beyond (in Figure 1.3 CCLW is in the assembly which is bottleneck; CCLW may not necessarily be in the bottleneck operation); and
• continuously synchronize the capacity of the bottleneck operation
at takt time.
As can be seen in Figure 1.3, in order to continuously and concurrently
achieve the target level of productivity (efectiveness × efciency; to
achieve maximum productivity over time) and the operating target proft,
companies set their priorities according to proftability, analyzing and
defning the conditions for the manifestation of all restrictions (especially

Synchronous and proftable production planning and control according to the continuous matching of the capacity of the bottleneck operation
with takt proft and takt time.
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FIGURE 1.3
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in bottleneck operations) and then observing and improving the rules
for these restrictions. In fact, the capacity and proftability of processing
operations mean the capacity and proftability of the bottleneck operation,
and the increase of the capacity of the bottleneck operations means the
visible reduction of all losses (not efectively used input) and waste (excess
amount of input) that determines and afects the occurrence of bottleneck.
Te main characteristic of a proftable production planning is the continuous achievement of cost down and cash up (maximum efcient) and
then the fulfllment of the delivery time, the control of the stock level, the
shortening of lead time, and the observance of the planned man × hour by
observing the production rules (maximum efectiveness) (see Figure 1.4).

FIGURE 1.4

Maximizing productivity for proftable production planning.
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Terefore, proftable production planning must focus on:
• achieving a continuous synchronization of all current and/or future
processes and resources at takt time, taking into account continuously the actual capacity of the bottleneck operations (especially the
cycle time and the set-up time); and
• the continuous connection with cost management and the need for
annual and multiannual targets proft by continuously exploiting the
cost level of losses and waste (CLW) through systematic (kaizen) and
systemic (kaikaku) improvements.
In fact, as shown in Figure 1.5, the production planning must go from
a planning based only on takt time and bottleneck to a planning based
on the required proftability or takt proft (the rate required to achieve
the unit proft in the bottleneck operation), without neglecting in any
way the respect of takt time and ftting in the bottleneck capacity. Tis
way, the output required to be ensured by the production planning must
focus concurrently on bottleneck operation, takt proft, takt time, and
especially on target proft margin percentage.

FIGURE 1.5

Proft priority production planning.
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In conclusion, planning operations strictly for the needs of customers is
ofen inefcient, impedes the freedom of proftable production planning,
and ofen leads to unnecessary stocks of all types. Te production planners should give up the arguments (excuses) of the following kind: “We
only exceeded by x% the fnished product stocks on this order, but we
made the deliveries on time” or “the total proftability of the order was not
so afected of y% of the supplementary stocks of fnished products and of
z% of raw materials; we have fulflled all the customer’s requirements on
time and have optimally loaded the equipment and lines”.
Terefore, proftable planning of operations focused on innovation of
bottleneck operations and continuous improvement of CLW is the goal of
this book, because the age when “we can proftably sell almost anything
we produce” is long gone.

1.4 WHAT IS SPEED-BASED TARGET PROFIT?
Te production planning methods used in companies should be useful for supporting the concomitant production only of the proftable
products necessary to satisfy the needs of annual and especially multiannual proft and only of the products necessary to fully satisfy the clients’ requirements. As mentioned before, product planning that mainly
involves only full customer satisfaction can ofen be inefcient. To avoid
this, companies need a planning control to provide a quick and correct answer on the deviations of proftability and unnecessary stocks,
to facilitate a good problem-solving process, and to support a production with SPO. As indicated by the title of the book, besides bottleneck
synchronization at takt time, the book consists of addressing the new
concept of SBTP (establishing takt proft and how to achieve it) to perform SPO.
In order to ensure SPO, it is necessary to continuously apply a production planning and control mechanism to avoid accepting seemingly proftable orders initially, but which prove ultimately unproftable, a mechanism
focused on both bottleneck operation, as much as possible, and on CLW,
in order to provide freedom of production planners regarding the proftable acceptability of orders; in other words, freedom to choose the necessary proftability by maximizing productivity. Tis requires a better
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collaboration between the production planning department, production,
and support departments – especially maintenance, cost management,
and improvement departments.
1.4.1 Speed-Based Target Profit Concept
SBTP is the proftable production management targeted for achieving SPO
based on reaching the target proft per minute in the bottleneck operation
by planning and improving both the capacity of the bottleneck operation
and the CLW for all operations, in order to:
1. have deep understanding of all the restrictions of the operations that
are in the way of the target operational proftability;
2. establishing the proftable production framework and the production parameters;
3. addressing fuctuating elements in order to reach the targeted
proftability;
4. planning and implementing efective and efcient improvements;
5. having accurate control of quantitative efciency and strengthening
the rules;
6. reducing stocks and reaching target proft; and
7. promoting an ethos needed to implement and sustain a culture of
proftable synchronous operations as a way of life at all hierarchical
levels.
SBTP enables manufacturing companies to meet the takt proft and
implicitly the annual and multiannual manufacturing target proft per
period, regardless of future sales scenarios, increasing or decreasing,
while their own production activities become maximum efective and
efcient at the same time. SBTP is a complement to the production management function in accordance with the specifcity and individual needs
of each company and their own production system, in particular, a complement of the function of planning and scheduling the proftable production ensuring, at the same time, the synchronization (or the capacity
required to be provided by the bottleneck operation for all operations
that have the same takt time) and the required level of manufacturing
cost associated with the processes in question (the allowable cost level
through improve the CLW).
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1.4.2 The Main Goal: Takt Profit
If sales are talking about a unit price, if productivity is tracked at the product cycle time level in the bottleneck operation or man × hour per product,
if any company has a unit cost of products, then a question arises: Why not
a unit proft per minute scientifcally obtained?
Te takt proft is the rate at which the unitary target proft of the period
must be met or in other words, the fow rate to satisfy the need for unitary
proft of the company for a period, or the contribution of the unitary proft
as cash at the pace sold based on bottleneck operation capacity (per minute).
Te formula for determining the takt proft is as follows:
Takt profit =

Contribution profit per unit ($)
Net standard operating time per unit in
bottleneck operation (minutes)

(1.1)

In Figure 1.6, there is an example of the calculation of the takt proft and
its interpretation.
Te calculation of the takt proft can be done for any period of time and
for any number of products to satisfy the target contribution proft for all
the products made (but especially for the target products). Takt proft is
diferent from throughput costing (throughput costing is the contribution
margin lef afer the price of a product is reduced by the amount of its totally
variable costs). Te takt proft refers to how quickly the unit proft is generated by the bottleneck operation. Takt proft is diferent from contribution
proft in $ per minute by product because even if more quantities of stock
released in production are recorded (increasing variable costs), the increase
of the proft fow is not obtained because it is limited to the level of net
capacity of the bottleneck operation. Te increase of contribution proft per
unit can be achieved, in particular, by reducing variable costs, especially
the indirect variable (in the absorption costing logic). Te ultimate goal is
to reach net target operating income (sales – variable expenses – traceable
fxed expenses) or earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT) as an element of
return on investment (ROI) (net operating income/average operating assets).
In other words, the takt proft is the demand for proft from the shareholder (treated as proft making speed). Moreover, takt proft is evaluated
by the cash at the pace sold. From this perspective, reducing the cashto-cash cycle is essential (for estimating and limiting fnancing requirements), if sales tend to increase and especially if they tend to decrease

Takt proft example.
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FIGURE 1.6
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(adjusting the entire system to the level of sales volumes required by the
market at the level of bottleneck operation and eliminating/reducing all
unnecessary costs is essential to meet the takt proft).
Net standard operating time per unit in bottleneck operation must generate volumes of quality products that satisfy the takt proft, regardless of
the level and/or fuctuation of availability, performance (speed), and quality of the bottleneck operation, but fully respecting the takt time. In the
example above, the OEE expected in the bottleneck operation is 80%, the
number of seconds available per hour is 2.880 seconds (60 minutes × 60
seconds × 80%), and standard cycle time of 320 seconds (5.33 minutes) or
nine products per hour to meet the level of takt time required by customer
requests (see Figure 1.7).
Te contribution proft per unit has to generate the contributing proft
per unit (in our example of $150) that will satisfy the proft takt regardless of the evolution of the sale prices (in our example being of $1,000) –
decreasing or increasing, and regardless of the variable level of the variable
costs. In this case, the contribution approach (costs organized by behavior; used primarily by management), contribution proft per unit is of $150
(sales − variable expenses − traceable fxed expenses − common fxed
expenses: $1,000−$648−$100−$102).

FIGURE 1.7

Working time in bottleneck operations – Example.
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FIGURE 1.8

Contributing proft per product – Example.

In the case of the traditional approach (absorption costing; costs organized by function; used primarily for external reporting), contribution
proft per unit is also of $150 [sales – unit manufacturing costs – selling,
general, and administrative expenses (SG&A): $1,000 − $748 − $102]. Te
unit manufacturing costs (unit cost of goods sold) are formed from raw
materials and components costs in addition to transformation cost. SG&A
are distributed expenses in the last operation – operation 5 (see Figure 1.8).
Ideal takt proft represents the state of maximum SPO by concurrently
ensuring the maximum efectiveness (by maximizing the efectiveness of
the bottleneck operation) and the maximum efciency (by minimizing
the costs to the maximum). Usually the ideal takt proft is considered as
having a 100% index. Based on this index, the current status is measured,
for example, the actual takt proft of 78%. An 82% takt proft rate is a target
compared to the current state of 78%. Te companies develop robust plans
for achieving the ideal takt proft status with targets, means, and results
run in KPIs, ofen by clearly defning “dream digitalization factories”.
Terefore, in order to meet the takt proft, production planning is
required based on the speed of the unit proft per minute. Production
planning orders the products daily according to the production speed
of the products to meet the takt proft. Specifcally, the products with
reduced cycle time in bottleneck operations, which ensure the required
quality level and with a high contribution of unit proft, will have priority
in production planning. Ten the production planners strive to ensure
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optimal loading of equipment and assembly lines in the bottleneck operation, considering the set-up times.
Terefore, starting from the target sales turnover and the manufacturing target proft (estimated at the multiannual and annual level), in fact
from the productivity vision (Posteucă, 2019) and taking into account the
actual current and future production capacity (standard operating time)
obviously from the bottleneck operation, and the productivity mission
(Posteucă, 2019), the annual takt proft is determined.
1.4.3 The Basic Image
To achieve takt proft with the help of SBTP requires a deep concern for
real and permanent productivity, it shouldn’t just be a temporary idea, a
sudden promotion or a fashion. For planning and developing SBTP, it is
important to systematically develop it and forecast the potential for proftability by continuously defning the potential for increased productivity.
Te aims of the basic image of SBTP are presented in Figure 1.9.
1.4.4 Deep Understanding of the Actual State of
Takt Profit and Actual Productivity Level
A deep understanding of the current state of the takt proft requires focusing on understanding the production management system (especially the
bottleneck operation) and beyond, and understanding the way operations

FIGURE 1.9

Aims of the basic image of speed-based target proft.
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are run for business execution. Te productivity level represents the number of parts made in a period of time by a distinct production fow in order
to fulfll the synchronization required to complete the takt time, and the
proftability level represents the rate at which the target proft expected
in a period or takt proft must be met (see Figure 1.10). Te actual state
of takt proft is $138/394 seconds/unit, OEE of the bottleneck operation =
74% (operation 3), and actual cycle time of the bottleneck operation is
394 seconds.
1.4.5 Comparison with Expected Takt Profit
To achieve the expected takt proft with the help of SBTP, the expected
image of the entire production fow is required. Scheduling the monthly
production (or setting the production framework) based on the capacity
of the bottleneck operations and ftting this capacity in takt proft and
implicitly in takt time requires:
• ordering orders from shareholders and their need for target operational proftability directed back to the bottleneck operation (respecting the takt proft); as well as
• ordering orders starting from the dispatch and from the assembly
term or the last operations of the fow directed back to the bottleneck
operation (respecting the takt time).
Te compliance with the two coordinates above regarding the ordering
of the orders helps to alleviate the many dysfunctions of cooperation
between the personnel in charge of receiving orders (control of sales, sales
that ofen have large fuctuations) and the personnel who fulfll the daily
plan of assembly and/or processing, because the main purpose in SBTP
thinking logic is to achieve takt proft. Cost down, cash up, the compliance
with the delivery time, lead time, planned man × hour per product, and
stock levels are the ingredients of the takt proft.
Figure 1.10 shows the basic thinking mode of SBTP to perform SPO
through production planning based on bottleneck operation and
implicitly achieving the expected takt proft. It is the continuation of
the example of takt proft from the previous section. As can be seen in
Figure 1.10, the takt time to fulfll customer orders of 9 pieces/hour is
synchronized with the capacity of operation 3, which is also of 9 pieces/
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FIGURE 1.10

Te basic image of synchronous proftable operations.
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hour, to ensure a proft rate of $150 every 320 seconds (standard cycle
time per piece in operation 3; with an OEE level of 80% in operation 3)
or in other words, pieces must be produced to fulfll operational proft
expectations. In this way, the calculation of the takt proft becomes the
key for the daily proftable production schedule. Takt proft is achieved
with SBTP.
1.4.6 Predicting the Possibility of Improving Productivity
in Order to Achieve the Expected Takt Profit
Improving productivity is an eternal theme. Te desired level of productivity can be far from reality unless a measurable and visible target
is defned. It is necessary to make a continuous comparison between
the current state, the target state, and the ideal state (“dream factories” or “dream digitalization factories”; with results in meeting the
KPI targets). To achieve the takt proft, it is not enough just to have a
deep understanding of the current state of productivity and proftability to capture the current state of productivity, for example, loss and
to search for weak points. It is necessary to understand the deviations
between the current and the necessary state. Awareness of these diferences helps not only in the exact location of phenomena and problems,
but also in choosing the management technology that needs to be introduced. In order for the improvement activities to be efective and efcient, it is necessary to realize the need for productivity improvement
for each target and these should be in line with the proft plan. In this
regard, it is important to compare with the annual and especially the
multiannual level of target productivity in order to achieve the target
proftability.
Terefore, in order to perform SPO, it is necessary to have the ability
to predict and fulfll the possibility of improving productivity in order to
obtain the expected proft, namely:
• detailing how to increase not only the production capacity of the
equipment from the bottleneck operation to support the increase of
the volumes, but also of the capacities of the other operations such as:
• increase OEE;
• reduce breakdown time and minor stoppages;
• reduce cycle time of the equipment/line;
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• decrease set-up time;
• decrease WIP; and
• decrease lead time;
• elimination of losses and waste for each operation along the entire
fow with impact on CLW to support the visible reduction of costs:
• decrease cost of transformation losses (time related losses);
• decrease cost of non-quality losses (physical losses);
• decrease cost of fnished product waste (physical losses);
• decrease cost of material losses (physical losses);
• increase employee productivity (time-related losses and physical
losses).
Terefore, SBTP is a way of understanding the actual losses and waste,
the costs of actual losses and waste, and the restrictions of the bottleneck
operation, and comparing them with their expected level to achieve the
expected proft (takt proft). Ten you can make a scientifc, robust, and
objective diagnosis, and last but not least to achieve the expected and
consistent results. Predicting the possibility of improving productivity
and proftability, as a percentage and their fulfllment is the purpose of
SBTP. It is important to consider how to refect the results of the activity
of improvement in the visibility of productivity and proftability, generally
in the whole performance of the business.
1.4.7 Computation of Speed-Based Target Profit
Establishing SBTP is based on reconciliation between (see Figure 1.11):
1. target proft planning: harmonized with corporate planning (longand medium-term proft plans); through a top-down approach (takt
proft);
2. target bottleneck planning: the estimation of the possible proft to
be obtained by improving the capacity of the bottleneck operation
(the contribution of improving the real working time in minutes
in the bottleneck operation for the planned period or utilization
for quality products); sustaining external proft from sales through
increasing production volumes; through a bottom-up approach;
3. target of CLW planning: estimating the proft obtained by improving
the CLW throughout the entire manufacturing fow, in particular, by
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FIGURE 1.11

Establishing the basic mechanism of SBTP through successive reconciliations.

addressing the CCLW or processes that are responsible for contamination with losses and/or waste of other processes along the fow;
supporting internal proft through manufacturing cost improvement; a bottom-up approach.
Usually, the companies balance the external and the internal proft
(50%/50%) to achieve the annual proft plan. However,:
• if sales tend to increase in the planned period, then it is normal to
look for increasing the production capacity of bottleneck (emphasis on efectiveness) to support the volumes of products delivered and paid, that is to say, a higher percentage is allocated to be
obtained from the external proft, considered more handy to be
obtained; and
• if the sales tend to decrease during the planned period, then the task
allocated to the CLW is higher (emphasis on efciency), in other
words a higher percentage is allocated to be obtained from the internal proft, considered more handy to be obtained.
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Productivity (effectiveness × efficiency) is the means of achieving
SBTP goals. For this, a special role is played by industrial engineering (IE) – engineering to improve productivity. Meeting the annual
and especially multiannual targets of ROI is the visible face of SBTP.
This is achieved by increasing the volumes of products requested by
customers (in the case of external profit; less or not at all on the price
increase) and by reducing unnecessary costs or CLW (in the case of
internal profit; excluding the reduction of the quality level of products
and services).
Terefore, achieving takt proft and moving to the ideal takt proft
status is the basic purpose of production planning using SBTP for the
next period (usually one year and several years; but it is also practiced for
shorter periods – a month, a week, a day, or a shif).
Te calculation formula of the SBTP is:
SBTP =

V × [P − (E + C + A + RT)] ($ / period)
B (minutes / period)

(1.2)

where:
V is the target volume of quality products (per period),
P is the target sales price (per period),
E is the target SG&A expenses (per period),
C is the target basic manufacturing cost (per period),
A is allowable CLW (per period),
RT is reduction target for CLW (per period), and
B is target for net standard operating time (minutes) in bottleneck operation (per period).
Te purpose of SBTP (proft ofer) is to support takt proft (proft demand)
starting from the current state of takt proft and SBTP and projecting a
future status obtained through a proftable production planning and by
implementing the successful solutions discovered following the development of systematic and systemic improvement projects, both efective and
efcient improvements. In order to reach an acceptable future state of the
SBTP, successive scenarios are made to achieve consistent reconciliation
of the future level of the SBTP to meet the future level of the takt time. In
fact, the company seeks to reach an acceptable level of proftable synchronization of operations.
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Below is a simple SBTP calculation to meet the takt proft of (continuation of the example in Figure 1.6; every 320 seconds of standard cycle time
from the bottleneck operation, net standard operating time per unit, must
generate a contribution proft per unit of $150, see Figure 1.10 – developed
to support this level of takt proft).
2,190 units ×
[$1,000/unit − ($110/unit + $484/unit + $211/unit + $45/unit)]
SBTP =
11,673 minutes per shift/month
SBTP =
=

2,190 units × $150
11,673 minutes per shift/month
$328,500
$28.14
=
11,673 minutes per shift/month minute

(1.3)

Interpretation: In order to achieve the annual and multiannual proftability plan, based on the takt proft and takt time fulfllment, an average
SBTP of $328,500 per shif/month, $28.14/minute, and an annual proft of
$11,826,000 ($328,500 per shif/month × 3 shifs/day × 12 months) – proft
reconciled through a top-down and bottom-up approach. Terefore, if a
unit proft generated by the system of $28.14/minute is reached, then the
takt time is met ($150/5.33 minutes/unit) and implicitly the annual proft
plan. To reach the fnal version of SBTP, several simulations are performed
based on productivity and proftability scenarios. Te SBTP process ends
when the proft target is acceptable (convergent with the annual and multiannual plan of operational proftability) and the chosen improvements
are efective and efcient within the preset time intervals.
Figure 1.12 shows the results of the application of the production planning with the help of SBTP through the structural reform of the proftability based on the productivity (it is the continuation of the example in
Figures 1.6–1.8 and 1.10).
As can be seen in Figure 1.12, the production planning in the SBTP
logic, for the period in question, starts from the initial state, which can
be the frst year of the SBTP implementation or the previous year and
is guided according to the ideal state of the takt proft. Terefore, even
if the orders are fuctuating, even decreasing, SBTP is the basis of the
development of the general production plan, the periodic (or 3 months)
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FIGURE 1.12

Example of the structural proftability reform results by SBTP thinking.

production plan, the production framework (weekly and daily), and a
realistic budget, etc.
1.4.8 Features and the Basic Mechanism
Terefore, according to the SBTP defnition, the annual production
planning stage to meet the needs of proftability and synchronization is
included in the SBTP process. A narrower interpretation of SBTP is that in
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order to fulfll the status of SPO continuously two processes are required
as a basic mechanism and these are roughly classifed as follows:
1. Te planning process: For an annual production that concurrently
meets the targets of proftability (stakeholder satisfaction takt proft)
and synchronization (customer satisfaction – takt time) and establishes the annual target proft based on the contributory proft of
each product taking into account the opportunity for improvement/
elimination of the CLW and taking into account the opportunity to
optimize the use of the value capacity of the bottleneck operation.
2. Te developing process: To achieve the annual target proft through profitable production planning and through the development of improvement projects to meet the targets of improving the CLW and of the need
to optimize the capacity utilization of the bottleneck operation, based
on leadership and on a pro-SPO culture as a way of life and as a continuous comparison between the annual target proft and the obtained one.
All improvement projects targeting the CLW (especially maximizing efciency) and optimizing the utilization of bottleneck operations (especially
maximizing efectiveness) are converging to annual and multiannual
proftability targets. Tese projects aim at both systematic and systemic
improvements and are, therefore, both efective and efcient. Figure 1.13
presents the characteristics of SBTP.
Other reasons why SBTP has become important in companies that use
it alongside MCPD is that the ratio of CLW to total manufacturing costs
is up to 40–45%; variable indirect costs tend to increase in most companies; companies tend to be forced to go through periods with signifcant and unpredictable changes in sales volumes requested by customers.
Continuous measurement, mastery, and improvement of the CLW and
bottleneck operations are becoming increasingly important against the
backdrop of a need for proftability that will ensure the continuity and
development of the companies. As the ratio of direct labor costs to total
manufacturing costs tends to drop sharply, sometimes below 3%, due to
adherence to various Industry 4.0 specifc digitization solutions, direct
cost management with materials/components/consumables by cost of
waste associated with all types of stocks has become more important than
managing direct labor costs and the cost of waste associated with human
labor; continuous knowledge of WIP according to the production mix
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FIGURE 1.13

Features of SBTP.
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is essential, as is establishing the WIP requirements and following the
min-max levels. At the same time, dealing with the quality constraints
that generate frequent changes in production planning is becoming more
and more important. Mastering WIP is a priority for SBTP. Moreover,
the SG&A ratio of total unit cost ofen tends to increase as a result of
poor timing between production takt time and customer demands, and
between suppliers and production takt time that causes concern about
the CLW associated to SG&A expense. From the quality perspective, it
must be said that managing the bottlenecks is actually quality control.
To achieve this, companies that use SBTP develop a mechanism for SPO
planning and development processes to meet takt proft concurrently
with takt time.

1.5 THE SYSTEM: TAKING PROFITABILITY
FUTURE ACROSS BOUNDARIES
To meet the above characteristics, we will detail the two major basic processes of the SBTP (planning and developing) mechanism in the following
fve steps: (1) full understanding of the current condition; (2) measuring
and targeting; (3) planning and scheduling; (4) deployment; and (5) leadership and culture. Figure 1.14 shows the SBTP steps.
In step 1, corporate planning is harmonized with the situation of the
current basic conditions. Specifcally, based on the company’s long-term
and medium-term proft plans, the annual target proft for the company
and for each product is determined by determining the takt proft. Te
medium-term proft plan projects the takt proft to achieve the margin contribution (in particular) and net operating income for the average turnover expected for the target products from the following period,
depending on the sales scenarios (increasing or decreasing). At the base
of these calculations is the deep understanding of the basic conditions of
the company, especially for the target products, for each particular area
(equipment, assembly line, storage area, etc.); these areas are as follows:
• Delivery: possibilities to reduce the manufacturing lead time (number of operations, distances, transfer times, set-up, OEE); WIP
structure (ordering system, maps, set-up time synchronization,

Step 1
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The Current
Condition
(Chapter 2)

• Setting the main operational parameters: target products, bottleneck operation
and buffer size;
• Defining actual manufacturing costs structures: actual cost of goods
manufactured vs. actual costs of losses and waste;
• Defining future manufacturing costs structures: determining the theoretical
target of cost reduction and detailed targets
and means design; SBTP steering committee, introductory education on
SBTP - managers, supervisors and operators;
• Structural reform of profitability through productivity reform: profitability
scenarios through productivity;

Planning Stage

Step 2

a

Measuring &
Targeting
(Chapter 3)

• Predicting the possibility of improving productivity; current losses and waste
structures and maps;
• Methods for setting annual cost of losses and waste: the unique rate; the
modules rates and the causality;
• Annual costs of losses and waste deployment maps; setting profitable
production formula;
• Improvement budgets: KAIZENSHlRO’s financial visibility and the
KAIZENSHIRO budgeting framework;

Step 3

b

Planning &
Scheduling
(Chapter 4)

• From method and performance to production planning and scheduling;
• The main factors for production planning improvement;
• Control trilogy for KAIZENSHIRO - the basis for planning and developing
the SBTP mechanism;
• Anticipative control: production planning and scheduling and project
planning for manufacturing costs improvement (MCI);

Deployment
(Chapter 5)

f

• Simultaneous control: CLW’s daily management
(roles, tools and implementation);
• Response control: total manufacturing flow control based on 5 PULL;
• Response control: production volumes and profitability;
• Response control: results report; robust restrictive conditions and next
anticipative controls for next KAIZENSHIRO;
d

Step 5

Development Stage

Step 4

c

e

• Synchronous profitable operations leadership: tasks, instruments,
and behaviours;
• Implementation of SBTP and critical success factors of SBTP implementation;
Leadership & • Running strategic and daily improvements and verifying implementing
solutions for fulfilling KAlZENSHIRO;
Culture
• SBTP culture: creating and sustaining the culture for SBTP as a way of life.
(Chapter 5)
Towards a mechanism for achieving
Synchronous Profitable Operations

FIGURE 1.14

Planning and developing SBTP steps.
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production mix, production constraints, minimum and maximum
compliance, etc.); the characteristics of bottleneck operations in
connection with the current and future takt time level (cycle time
variations, ergonomics, behavior of new products and new processes
in connection with takt time, etc.); the possibilities of achieving the
OPF state [if any, understanding the parallel operations, analyzing
the distances between operations, analyzing the operations without
value, analyzing the elements of basic function (BF) and auxiliary
function (AF), etc.]; the possibilities of material stocks reduction (the
way of knowing the real material stock at any time, standardizing
the withdrawal of material from the stock, respecting the minimum
and maximum stock, etc.); clarifcation of the causes of WIP occurrence above the established standards (WIP analysis throughout the
processing and of the phenomena that trigger the WIP occurrence
above the minimum and maximum standards established and over
the standard stay time).
• Productivity: the level of losses and waste for each operation; causal
relationships between losses and waste, between operations; the
current level of manufacturing tempo (products/shif) for the target products – analyzing and understanding in detail the bottleneck
operation.
• Costs: the level of CLW; establishing the CCLW (losses and waste
that cause the appearance of other losses and waste upstream and
downstream of manufacturing fow; sometimes they are diferent
from those of the bottleneck operation).
• Setting objectives and determining the potential for improvement for
SBTP fulfllment (as a basis for potential productivity reform for profitability): for WIP; manufacturing lead time; for losses and waste;
manufacturing time; CLW and return-on-sales ratio which is used
to indicate the proft ratio for establishing target proft for each target
product (or for each product).
Based on the corporate plan developed by the corporate planning department, the production planning establishes the annual production plan
taking into account both takt proft and takt time, on the processing capabilities of each operation (especially bottleneck operations), as well as the
current level and probably at the CLW (defning actual and future manufacturing costs structures).
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In step 2, only proftable production planning is accepted. In order to shape
the annual production plan, the production planning department presents the engineering planning department, the continuous improvement
department, and the cost accounting department with its needs regarding
the type of proftable products to be planned in production, the structure
of the CLW, and future production tempo based on the design of the future
state of the takt proft which is convergent to the annual- and medium-term
proft plan. Tis is discussed at the annual production planning meeting
with top management and the production planning proposal is detailed.
All the data and information necessary to develop a feedforward control
based on the production instructions are provided:
1. Instructions for bottleneck operations:
• volume instructions;
• target cycle time (TCT);
• occupancy rate (%);
• yield (%);
• automation/digitization rate (%);
• lead time of the bottleneck operation (CT × WIP);
• production order/types of priorities;
• types of fne adjustments for production;
• instructions for set-up;
• instructions for start-up, etc.; and
2. Instructions for nonrestrictive operations (similar to those above for
bottleneck operations).
Subsequently, the managers responsible for proftable target products
detail this plan and establish the basic plan for improving the CLW and
production tempo in the bottleneck operation – based on predictions of
opportunities to improve productivity by developing current losses, waste
structures, and maps. At this stage, all KPIs related to losses and waste are
developed and/or reviewed, their current and likely level (based on feedforward controls to anticipate potential restrictions) is analyzed for the types
and volumes of products that are planned by the production. At the same
time, the cost accounting department estimates the unit costs and the CLW
ratio of the total unit costs and the total planned production, investigates
whether the production plan can reach the target proft taking into account
the bottleneck operation capacity and helps to develop the CLW maps for
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each production fow – the CLW is determined using one of the three possible methods of transforming losses and waste into costs: the unique rate
method, the modules rates method, and the causality method. When production planning does not appear to be proftable, the production planning
department requests adjustments. Only proftable production planning
is adopted based on the concomitant planning of product volumes and
bottleneck improvements (efectiveness) and CLW (efciency). Once the
proftable planning is completed, the annual master budget is developed
that comprises annual manufacturing improvement budgets (AMIB) and
annual manufacturing cash improvement budget (AMCIB) – to visibly
capture the level of KAIZENSHIRO (the target of reducing annual and
multiannual manufacturing costs by reducing CCLW) and the development of KAIZENSHIRO budgeting framework at the fnancial level.
In step 3, the basic plan for production planning and scheduling is determined, especially for the target products chosen, which must make a signifcant contribution to the annual proft plan.
Te production planning manager will analyze and deeply understand
the potential restrictive conditions related to fuctuations of customer
requests, proft request (stakeholder requirements), bottleneck, and CLW.
Te three major factors of CLW (see Figure 1.15) are determined and targets for CLW are set. Te production planning manager asks each department involved to review the material requirements and the manufacturing
process, and to estimate the CLW and the potential level of the capacity of
the bottleneck operation. Depending on the answers received from each
department and the levels of the future average prices of the target fnished products received from the sales departments, SBTP is calculated
in total and for each target product. Following this analysis, the target
planning method will be implemented. Target planning method determines the level of the target external proft based on sales (on increasing
the capacity of the bottleneck operation) and the level of the target internal proft based on reducing the CLW (KAIZENSHIRO).
Tis step defnes control trilogy for KAIZENSHIRO (feedforward controls, concurrent controls, and feedback controls) – the basis for planning
and developing the SBTP mechanism – as follows:
1. Control over the actual efects of the production instructions for the
bottleneck and non-bottleneck operation and for the CLW to achieve
the takt proft and implicitly takt time targets – (feedforward controls).
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FIGURE 1.15

Te basic structure of cost of losses and waste.

2. Daily manufacturing control and CLW control to check the progress of
proftable production at short intervals (24/8/4/2 hours, concurrent controls or correct problems as they happen – confrmation of production
volumes and the results of the improvements; CLW’s daily management).
3. Control based on production management (verifcation of actual
results obtained; feedback control or correct problems afer they occur).
4. Te three types of controls (see Figure 1.16) and their actions of continuous reconciliation constitute the SBTP mechanism.
At the same time as the SBTP calculation, the targets for improving the
CLW for each operation and the targets for improving the bottleneck operations capabilities are set. Tese goals become the basic tasks of the top
managers and of each employee for the area in which he/she is involved. A
special role is played by the plans to increase people’s motivation regarding their daily behavior toward these targets.
Te basis for establishing these targets are the studies and analyses of
systematic (kaizen) and systemic (kaikaku) improvements. Te planning
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FIGURE 1.16

Te control mechanism of the SBTP.

of all strategic kaizen and kaikaku projects and their efective and efcient improvement targets are planned in this step (feedforward controls –
improvement project planning for MCI. In this step also, the expectations
related to the visible reductions of cycle time are planned with the help
of methods design concept (MDC) for the radical improvement of the
productivity of bottleneck operations, without investments and with a
creative/innovative approach (development of SOP).
Once the production plan based on SBTP has been approved, the entire
annual management is developed to achieve the annual target proft. Te
SBTP review is done at short control intervals to provide a quick and correct
feedback to deviations and to achieve stabilization of proftable production
planning and provide a basis for an appropriate problem-solving process.
Also, the department of continuous improvement plans in detail the development in time of all the improvement projects in order to meet the targets set.
During the year, if there is a gap between the initial and the current SBTP, the
continuous improvement department plans new actions and the SBTP level
is adjusted accordingly. Afer repeating this process several times, the default
SBTP level is reached – it should not be violated in any form in the next period.
Further, afer verifying the status of the production equipment, bottleneck capacity planning, material input planning, standard delivery times,
current and required lead time, etc., the production, production engineering, maintenance, quality assurance, development and design, sourcing
and resource management, and cost management departments provide
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the production planning and control department with all the information
necessary for it to make the fnal estimates of the SBTP according to the
required model. Te production engineering department sets the standard
values for materials, direct labor hours, planned equipment time according
to the routing, etc. At the same time, the production engineering department sets the standard values of losses and waste for scheduled downtime,
admissible set-up and adjustment losses time, admissible start-up losses
time, admissible tool change losses time, admissible scrap and rework losses,
etc. Tese values are presented in the factory to be assumed by all involved.
Tese standard values, along with other probable losses and waste values, are used for bottleneck capacity planning (for material requirements
planning – MRP) and CLW (to size the ratio of CLW to total costs). Tey
are fxed for one year and with multiannual projections.
Further, for feedforward controls, each department now has a clear annual
and multiannual plan for visible cost reductions, a detailed plan at the level
of improvement budgets (AMIB and AMCIB) to support SBTP as follows:
• Te purpose of decreasing the material costs (through the targets of
the kaizen, MDC, and kaikaku projects):
• the department of development and design of new products has
targets to reduce the current costs of the products through efective but also efcient designs of new product and new equipment;
• the department of sourcing and resource management has multiannual and annual targets for reducing the costs of current and
future products through successive negotiations with suppliers
and by identifying alternative material and supplier; and
• the departments of production, production engineering, maintenance, and quality assurance have annual targets for reducing
costs with process materials; some companies that have WIP
between 40% and 60% of total stocks have cost increases between
5% and 10%.
• Te purpose of decreasing the transformation costs: All departments
are involved for this purpose (ofen the CLW ratio of total transformation costs is 35–45%; ofen 3–6% targets are set per year for the
reduction of CLW-related transformation costs).
At this stage, production can begin and proftable order planning can
be made in SBTP’s logic of thinking only afer setting targets to improve
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bottleneck processes’ capabilities and CLW. At the same time, as a consequence, the targets for kaizen, MDC, and kaikaku improvement projects
are set, which are efective and efcient targets at process level and are
visible at the level of improvements for productivity, inventory, and delivery to meet takt proft and takt time. An example of fnal targets from the
SBTP perspective is: a CLW improvement goal of $98 per product and
OEE of the bottleneck operation increase from 69–80% (see Figure 1.12).
In step 4, we move from planning stage to developing stage, from feedforward controls to concurrent controls and feedback controls, through the
deployment of efective production planning based on SBTP and running
improvement projects to support target proft (both externally – by reaching
the planned sales level and internally – by reaching planned cost reductions).
Efective production planning must ensure tracking designed targets by
information management of the two basic PULLs (PULL for proft and
PULL for clients; see Figure 1.10) through:
• ensuring full freedom of accepting and planning orders that contribute to the takt proft and takt time. For this, analyses are made and
measures are taken to mitigate internal and external fuctuations in
order to mitigate their impact on the results;
• ensuring the balanced loading of the production on the basis of proftable orders. For this, the transition from the state of production on the
basis of the order of the type “it would be good to bring the order, but …”
to planning decisions in the previous week and added in the following
week is sought; all calculations of proftability, capacity, and delivery
made at least one week in advance; any order planning requires a clear
connection with the probable results, which requires a daily refection
on SBTP and on takt proft (concurrent control – CLW’s daily management). In this way, we move from monthly reporting, ofen late to
daily reporting of proftability results. Moreover, all stock structures
tend to fall dramatically, as does lead time and number of operations.
Terefore, the production planning and control department must:
• connect bottleneck PULLs to PULLs from stakeholders (takt proft)
and customers (takt time);
• establish the volumes on the time axis and the production indications based on proftable orders;
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• ensure the control of orders in the order of proftability and customer requirements;
• ensure the continuous evaluation of the results of the orders and of
the improvements.
Terefore, SBTP deployment is done through concurrent control (or
CLW’s daily management) and feedback control (total manufacturing fow
control based on 5 PULL – production volumes and proftability control,
results report, robust restrictive conditions control, and next feedforward
controls for next KAIZENSHIRO).
Step 5 is an important step because it coordinates the mechanism to
produce as much as it is proftable (based on takt proft) and necessary
(based on takt time). In order to continuously achieve and sustain the previous four steps, and implicitly the SBTP mechanism, it is necessary to
develop an efective leadership (tasks, instruments, and behaviors) and a
consistent culture – creating and sustaining the culture for SBTP as a way
of life.
Tis mechanism of SBTP can be seen in Figure 1.14a–f. Terefore, to
ensure continuous SPO you need:
• to fully understand the current state (step 1: the current condition) to
have the necessary inputs for robust scientifc planning (Figure 1.14a);
• the planning and scheduling stage in order to realize the SBTP specifc measurements and to establish the real and scientifc potential
of the proftability of the operations and feedforward controls, in
particular of the bottleneck operations (Figure 1.14b) and to carry
out the planning and scheduling of future proftable production
and the operational targets necessary to achieve the takt proft and
implicitly takt time, taking into account the main current and future
restrictions (Figure 1.14c); and
• the developing stage to achieve SBTP deployment by ofering full
freedom of product planning to meet target proft and by carrying
out annual strategic improvement projects to support the need for
market demand and the need for cost reduction by visibly reducing
the CLW and to run concurrent and feedback controls (Figure 1.14d)
based on consistent leadership and a pro-proftability culture
through productivity and feedback controls checking from step 2
(Figure 1.14f).
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If the continuous evaluation of SBTP performance (achievement of the takt
proft), afer the planned proftable products have been produced, deviations are identifed with respect to the takt proft, investigations are made
to clarify where the responsibility lies, in what processes and where the
deviations come from or root causes. In fact, the production planning and
control department requests details from the continuous improvement,
production, production engineering, maintenance, quality assurance,
development and design, sourcing and resource management, and cost
management departments to have 5G-based investigations (Gemba – real
site, Gembutsu – real thing, Genjitsu – real condition, Genri – theory, and
Gensoku – standards). Terefore, the efectiveness and efciency of the
activities of improving bottleneck capacity and the CLW are investigated
frst and any new activities (Figure 1.14e) are planned and exceptionally and rarely (e.g., during an economic crisis) data and information are
ofered for restoring proftable production instructions during the year –
feedforward controls (Figure 1.14f).

1.6 EXPECTED RESULTS
In line with the above, a pertinent question arises: What kind of tangible
and intangible results can be expected by introducing the SBTP system? In
order to answer this question simply, one must start from the premise that
the continuous fulfllment of the takt proft is the main necessary output
of the production systems of the companies that apply SBTP.
As shown in Figure 1.17, the main expected results of SBTP implementation are found at the level of three areas that are discussed in the subsequent text.
1.6.1 Tangible Financial Effects
Te main merits resulting from the SPO through SBTP are at the fnancial level. Based on the careful planning and control of the bottleneck for
takt proft, it is possible to achieve only the necessary products that ft into
takt time and are proftable. Te efects of SPO are found in passing from
an inconsistent way of achieving the operational proft targets (with volumes of production that could not be realized, with volumes of fnished
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Compliance with the target operating
profit by reaching the takt profit
Tangible Financial
Effects

Cost down
Cash up

Tangible
Effects
(quantifiable)

Compliance with the delivery time by
reaching the takt time
Reducing all types of
inventory and stocks
Tangible Operational
Effects

Expected
results of
SBTP
implementation

Teamwork
Motivation
Intangible
Effects
(less
quantifiable)

Involvement in
problem solving

Reducing lead time
Compliance with the
planned production number of parts
Man * hour planned compliance
(especially in the bottleneck operation)
OEE planned compliance
(especially in the bottleneck operation)

Work satisfaction
Knowledge of operators
Confidence in the company
and in their own strengths
Image and recognition of
value 10 third parties

FIGURE 1.17

Te main expected results of SBTP implementation.

products in stock that do not have clear orders, with losses of orders due
to the inability of production or which were considered unproftable due
to the non-approaching CLW, with a cash fow with syncope and with
additional costs with fnancing activities, with increasing costs based on a
high level of storage of fnished products and materials, with an oversize
of the number of people, etc.), toward a consistent, continuous, and scientifc way of obtaining the target of operational proft (with the reduction/
elimination of the production volumes that could not be made, with only
producing the proftable products required/requested by customers, with
a volume of products sold almost equal to the volume of products made,
with maximizing cash infows on time, minimizing unnecessary or too
early cash out, with a low ratio of CLW of total costs, with a correct and
scientifc dimensioning of the number of people required, etc.). In short,
performing the operation target proft based on providing only the necessary costs/cost down and cash-up to realize the takt proft. Tese are visible
at the level of AMIB and AMCIB (see steps 1 and 2 from Figure 1.14).
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1.6.2 Tangible Operational Effects
Te main efect of performing SPO through SBTP at operational level is
the continuous assurance of the use of the bottleneck capacity to produce
only what is proftable and requested by the customers – takt time. Te
efects of SPO are found in the transition from a constrained production
planning based on the respect of the delivery times and on the ability of
the bottleneck operation to a production planning that is free to choose
only the proftable orders requested by the customers having continuously
available data and the necessary information. Terefore, the freedom to
choose only proftable orders and order them for shipment is the great
beneft of SBTP at operational level (see step 3 from Figure 1.14). Moreover,
the continuous planning and development of systematic and systemic,
efcient and efective improvement projects, continuously convergent to
the takt proft, is another unique beneft of SBTP (see steps 4 and 5 from
Figure 1.14). Terefore, the development of operational proftable production formula to meet takt proft and implicitly takt time, even under the
conditions of order fuctuations and the need to control the dynamic profitability of bottleneck operation for maximum takt proft and maximum
or minimum takt time are unique tangible benefts go to SBTP.

1.6.3 Intangible Effects
Establishing the basic capabilities required to achieve manufacturing cost
improvement concurrently with bottleneck capacity growth requires the
development and strengthening of a company culture based on improving the knowledge, skills, and attitude of all people in the company and
beyond and improving the capabilities of its equipment [assessing the
management level through return on assets (ROA)]. Implementing the fve
steps of SBTP to perform SPO requires a systematic and systemic approach
to assessing the progress and rate of improvement of activities. All of this
requires the development and consolidation of excellence by employees
who acquire high qualifcations, in which the company has real concerns
for continuous learning in order to support a high level of creativity and
innovation at the level of all the people in the company. Strengthening the
fexibility of the workforce (as many employees qualifed to operate on at
least three or four diferent production processes), the diversity of learning
methods, the implementation, and continuous support of a real system of
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convergent suggestions to KPIs and implicitly to takt proft are just a few
essential directions for:
• strengthening teamwork skills based on changing attitudes and
skills of employees in increasingly pleasant working environments;
• increasing the motivation to make continuous and benefcial changes;
• ensuring the total and real involvement of all the people in the company, especially the managers; and
• increasing work satisfaction and trust in the company and its own
forces at all levels of the company.
Te tangible results of the SBTP are recorded even afer the frst six
months afer implementation, afer the plan for systemic and systematic
restructuring has already been developed. Te intangible results begin to
be better seen afer the frst two to three years of using SBTP.
More specifcally, some of the most important results of SBTP implementations are:
• reduction of the unit cost of manufacturing by 30–45%;
• reduction of WIP by 50% through increased productivity;
• increase in labor productivity by lowering man × hour/product by
50–60%;
• increase in the fexibility level by reducing the average set-up time
for the equipment and assembly lines by 60–75%;
• increase in the cycle time especially in bottleneck operations with a minimum of 200% through the innovative redesign of the working methods;
• the OEE average improvement of 150–200% – in particular for bottleneck operations to synchronize them at takt time; and
• process defect ratio cut 1/10; customer complaints have been eliminated on most products.
By adopting the SBTP system to maximize the efciency and efectiveness
of resource utilization, as a way of life and a unit speed of target proft
improvement ethos at all hierarchical levels, companies will be able to
consistently achieve unit speed of target proft in the bottleneck process
for fulflling multiannual and annual target proft as a unique and efective way through a new proftable production planning paradigm that
operates according to its own production system.
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1.7 CONCLUSION: SYNCHRONOUS PROFITABLE
OPERATIONS FROM PRODUCTION PLANNING STAGE
Te SBTP concept focuses on performing SPO by preventing, in particular, the occurrence of CLW and by preventing the restriction of capacity utilization in the operation bottleneck by planning the right things
at the beginning. Tis type of efective planning (the right things at the
beginning) is based on a scientifc approach because bottleneck levels are
measured continuously, as well as the CLW; they are classifed and then
their root causes are identifed and clarifed.
Te efects of efective planning can be found in addressing and solving/
improving three types of major challenges:
1. Usual challenge 1 in the planning stage: coupling bottleneck capacities and the level of CLW to the annual and multiannual proft plan.
SBTP approach: Teir scientifc establishment and deep understanding of their associated constraints creates the premises for a more
stable and robust monthly, weekly, and daily production framework
and better stock control; the daily plan of the machining and assembly operations is more predictable and more stable.
2. Usual challenge 2 in the planning stage: fuctuations in customer
orders, proft requirements, bottleneck, and CLW.
SBTP approach: Mitigating these fuctuations through SBTP contributes to tighter sales control, a more secure annual budget and a
more stable (annually and 3 months) production plan.
3. Usual challenge 3 in the planning stage: an approximate knowledge of
losses and waste and almost none of their associated costs.
SBTP approach: Trough feedforward cost restriction control for
CLW, the design targets for bottleneck and CLW are planned which
supports continuous proftable planning.
Te efects of an efective development at the level of jobs are found in
addressing and solving/improving four types of major challenges:
1. Usual challenge 1 in the developing stage: OPF and continuous fow
do not cover the entire fow.
SBTP approach: continuous improvement of CLW and bottleneck
capacity reduces/eliminates delays; performing set-ups ofen with
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reduced times to ensure takt proft and fexibility for customer orders
and reduces/eliminates unproftable and/or large lots.
2. Usual challenge 2 in the developing stage: deliveries that track quantities and delivery times that still ofer multiple “opportunities”
for the occurrence of losses and waste, their associated costs and
bottlenecks.
SBTP approach: Beyond just providing deliveries that aim to meet
volumes, load capacity, and ensure timely deliveries, the production
is more focused on real proftability; the freedom in planning proftable orders requires a consistent set-up plan for smaller and proftable orders; in SBTP thinking, the purpose of the set-up is not only
limited to ensuring the production fexibility to meet the demands,
but also aims at the planning and production of the lots that have
an adequate takt proft that will contribute to the daily, weekly, and
monthly proft plan.
3. Usual challenge 3 in the developing stage: production evaluation on
quantitative criteria, on-time deliveries and stock levels.
SBTP approach: Te production evaluation is based on the respect
of takt proft; standardization, and improvement of bottleneck
operations, and CLW contributes to efective and efcient control
and feedback control to ensure an assessment of the productivity
of the production (efcient – takt proft met and efective – takt
time met).
4. Usual challenge 4 in the developing stage: organizational culture
based mainly on client satisfaction.
SBTP approach: Fully respecting the need for customer satisfaction,
the production culture is focused on the need for continuous fulfllment of the proftability target by establishing cost down and cashup priorities and then meeting the delivery deadline, stocks, lead
time, etc.
In conclusion, the future status of SPO is largely decided in the production planning phase (the right things at the beginning). In order to reach
the future state of the SPO, it is essential to focus on the unseen side
of things, i.e., the essence of the SBTP system. Tere is a need for a consistent approach to CLW (especially CCLW) and not just losses and waste
(the visible part of the shop foor and beyond). Te SBTP approach is
frst of all an “inside out” type approach and then an “outside in” type
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approach (the need to fulfll the takt proft target). Trough the “inside
out” approach, the SBTP system is frst interested in designing a production plan to prevent the occurrence of CLW/CCLW in the next period
from the beginning and not to fght the CLW that is already manifesting.
Tis is why the planning of strategic improvement projects is done concurrently with the planning of production. Moreover, the SBTP system
continuously measures and monitors all CLWs but is mainly interested
in the types of CLWs that have a high chance of manifesting in the next
period and that can decisively infuence the expected results (especially
CCLW, which has high chances of occurrence in the future and can be
improved efectively and efciently). In this context, the key success
factors of the SBTP implementation are as follows: (1) qualifed project
team, (2) choosing a good promotion program, (3) clarifcation of purpose in detail, (4) preventive approach, (5) strive to raise awareness, and
(6) access to information and people. All these key factors can be fulflled
continuously only through strong leaderships and by involving skilled
management consultants.

